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COMPACT AND WEAKLY COMPACT HOMOMORPHISMS
BETWEEN ALGEBRAS OF DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS

MANUEL GONZÁLEZ AND JOAQUÍN M. GUTIÉRREZ

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. It is proved that the weakly compact continuous homomorphisms

between algebras of A:-times continuously difFerentiable functions on Banach

spaces are induced by constant mappings.

Recently many authors have studied compact and weakly compact homomor-

phisms between function algebras. Lindström and Llavona [5] treat weakly com-

pact continuous homomorphisms between algebras of the type C(T), where T

is a completely regular Hausdorff space; Feldman [ 1 ] deals with compact com-

position operators on some function spaces, and Kamowitz [4] describes the

compact endomorphisms of C[0, 1].

Llavona asked whether the results in [5] are valid in the case of algebras

of differentiable functions on Banach spaces. The purpose of this note is to

give an affirmative answer to this question by proving that weakly compact

continuous homomorphisms between algebras of differentiable functions are

induced by constant mappings. The difficulty we face is that in [5] the existence

of continuous functions separating points and closed sets plays an essential role,

while in the differentiable case these functions do not exist in general. In this

note we deal with Fréchet differentiability, but our results are also valid for

Hadamard differentiable functions.

R denotes the real field and N the nonnegative integers. E and F axe

real Banach spaces, E* the topological dual of E, and Ck(E) the space of all

real-valued k-times continuously Fréchet differentiable functions on E. Two

topologies are natural on Ck(E) (see e.g. [6]):

(a) The compact open topology of order k given by the seminorms:

Pdf) = sup{||</V(x)|| :xeL; 0 < j < k},

where d°f — f, d1f is the jtb derivative of /, and L runs through the

compact subsets of E. We recall that djf is a continuous mapping from E
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into the space ^(Œ) of real-valued ./-homogeneous continuous polynomials

on E.

(b) The compact-compact topology of order k , given by the seminorms:

Qdf) = sup{|/(x)|, \dif(x)(y)\ :x,yeL;   1 < j < k},

where L is allowed to range on the compact subsets of E.

Both topologies coincide only when E is finite dimensional.

When we say that an algebra homomorphism A: Ck(E) -* Ck(F) is con-

tinuous, we understand that both Ck(E) and Ck(F) are endowed with one

of the natural topologies. In [3] it is proved that any nonzero continuous ho-

momorphisms A as above is of the form Af := f o tp (f e Ck(E)), where

q>: F —► E satisfies c/>o tp e Ck(F) for each ci e E* (and so, if dim(Ts) < oo,

then tp e Ck(F)). For completeness, we sketch the proof. First, by standard

arguments (see e.g. [2]), it can be shown that, for any nonzero continuous ho-

momorphism <P: Ck(E) -» R, there is a unique x e E such that &(f) = f(x)

for every / e Ck(E). Now, let ôy: Ck(F) -> R be the evaluation map at

y e F . Then Sy o A is a nonzero continuous homomorphism from Ck(E) to

R, so there is a unique x e E such that Af(y) = ôy o Af = f(x) for every

/ e Ck(E). To finish the proof, it is enough to let tp: F —> E be the map
taking y to x . For a wide class of Banach spaces E (including all the separa-

ble spaces and their duals), any algebra homomorphism A: Ck(E) —> Ck(F) is

automatically continuous [3].

Following [5] we say that a homomorphism A: Ck(E) —» Ck(F) is (weakly)

compact if it maps bounded subsets of Ck(E) into relatively (weakly) compact

subsets of Ck(F).

We first prove the result in the case E - F — R, and then derive the general

case from it.

1. Proposition. Let A : Ck (R) —> Ck (R) be a nonzero algebra homomorphism,

for some k e N\{0}, and let <p e Ck(R) be its inducing function. Then the
following assertions are equivalent:

(a) (p is constant;

(b) A has one-dimensional rank;

(c) A is compact;

(d) A is weakly compact.

Proof, (a) =>• (b). If cp(y) = x0 for every y e R, then Af = f(x0) • 1
(/ 6 Ck(R)), where 1 is the constant function with value 1.

(b) => (c) => (d). They are obvious.
(d) => (a). If c? is not constant, then we may assume there exist a < b

such that <p(a) < tp(b), q> is increasing in [a, b] and <p'(x) > m > 0 for each

x e [a , b] .
Let ip := <p\[a,b] > and let 77: Ck(R) —> Ck[a, b] denote the homomorphism

given by Bf = foy,   (feCk(R)).
Choose a sequence (x„) with:

y/(a) <xx < ••• <xn < ■■■ < y/(b),

and |x„+i - x„| < h < 1 for every n € N.
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For each n e N, we can find a function fn e Ck(R) supported by (xn , xn+x),

with \\tf\U = I ■ Therefore, we have ||/f_j)|U < ^   (1 < j < k).
If y j = ip~x(x¡), for every /' e N, we then have:

a<yx <---<y„<---<b,

and fn° ip is supported by (yn , yn+\)   (n e N).

The sequence (fn) is equivalent to the unit vector basis of Cq . Indeed, if (an)

is a finite sequence of real numbers and || • || denotes the norm in the Banach

space Ck[\p(a), y/(b)], then since (fn) have disjoint supports, we have:

T]3«/»   =s\in{y^anji})(t) :0<j<k; te[ip(a),  ip(b)]\ = suv\an\.
II K\ J n

The sequence (Bf„) is also equivalent to the basis of Cq . Again, for every

finite sequence (a„) of real numbers, since (fn°w) have disjoint supports, we

have:

V^anBfn   =   ^a„/„o^

= sup {|53 <!„(/„ o ̂ )ü)(í)| :0<j<k; a < t < b}

= supsup{|a„| • \(f„ o ip)U)(t)\ :0<j<k; y„ < t < yn+x}
n

= sup \an\ • sup{|(/„ o ip)u)(t)\ :0<j<k; a < t < b}
x

< M-sup|an|

for some M > 0. Moreover,

sup{|(/„ o ip)U)(t)\ :0<j<k; a<t<b}

> sup l\Ak)(v(t))\-\v'(t)\k
v

k-\

j=i

:a<t<b

where (bj) axe the constants given by the chain rule of order k (see for instance

[7,1.7.10 Corollary]) and i\, ... , i¡ are positive integers with iy-\-\-ij = k .

We can modify h if necessary, so that:

k-\

^2bjhjip{i,)(t).H>(ii)(t)
j=i

m
<~      (te[a,b]).

Then

and

sup{|(/„ o yt)W(t)\ :0<j<k; a < t < b} > mk /2

,k

V^anBfn
m

> -^- • SUp|<2„|.
¿ n

Therefore, 77 preserves a copy of Cq , and hence, it is not weakly compact.

Let now 7?: Ck(R) —> Ck[a, b] be the restriction homomorphism. Then we

have Ro A = B, so A is not weakly compact.    D
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2. Theorem. Given k e N\{0}, let A: Ck(E) —► Ck(F) be a nonzero contin-

uous algebra homomorphism when Ck(E), Ck(F) are both endowed with one

of the natural topologies, and let tp: F -* E be its inducing function. Then the

following assertions are equivalent:

(a) <p is constant;

(b) A has one-dimensional rank;
(c) A is compact;

(d) A is weakly compact.

Proof,   (a) => (b) like in Proposition 1.
(b) => (c) => (d). They are clear.
(d) => (a). Suppose <p is not constant. Then there is yo e F with cp(yo) 4

<p(Q). Choose x* e E* such that (tp(0), x*) 4 (<p(y0), x*), and let i: R -» F
be given by i(k) = kyo. If lp = x* ° q> ° i, then Ip belongs to Ck(R) and

satisfies p(0) 4 Ç>(1) • Let A: Ck(R) —► Ck(R) be the homomorphism given

by Af = f olp . By the previous proposition, A is not weakly compact. If
7: Ck(R) -* Ck(E) is defined by Ig = g ° x* (ge Ck(R)) and R: Ck(F) -

Ck(R) is the restriction homomorphism given by Rf = foi, then A = RoAoI.

Since A is not weakly compact, neither is A .   D

3. Remark. For k e N, let Cku(E) denote the class of all / e Ck(E) such

that /, dJ'f, and dJf(x) (x e E, 1 < j < k) axe weakly uniformly contin-

uous on bounded subsets of E. In [6, 11.2.6] it is proved that if E* has the

bounded approximation property, then every nonzero algebra homomorphism

A: Cku(E) —> Cku(F) is automatically continuous and induced by a function

(p: F —> E** such that <p o q> e Cku(F) f°r eacn 4> € E*. Applying the proof

of Theorem 2 to this case, we conclude that A is weakly compact if and only

if (p is constant. For k = 0, this result is contained in [5].

4. Remark. Theorem 2 fails for homomorphisms A: Ck(E) —» Cm(F) with

k > m. Indeed, suppose <p: F —> E is a nonconstant mapping that factors

through a finite-dimensional Banach space G :

F^G^E       (f = Ço{),

where £, is of class Cm and Ç is of class Ck (k finite or infinite, k > m).

Then the homomorphism A: Ck(E) —► Cm(F) given by /!/ = f o q> (f e

Ck(E)) factors in the following way:

CA(£) 4 c*(G) -i» Cm(C7) ̂ Cm(7;'),

where

^i(/) = /°C      (/eCfc(£)),
^U) = ^°í       UGCm(C7)),

and i is the identity map, which is known to be compact. So, A is compact

too.

An analogous remark can be made for k = m = oo.

However, for k < m every continuous homomorphism from Ck(E) to

Cm(F) is induced by a constant mapping F —» 7T (see [6, 11.2.7]).
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